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Key Points:6
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Abstract13

This paper studies a new concept of using GNSS signals coherently reflected over relatively14

smooth ocean and ice surfaces from very low elevation angles (below ∼8◦) and received15

by low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites to retrieve the tropospheric information. This approach16

can provide horizontal profiles of tropospheric zenith delay and total column water vapor17

(TCWV) with centimeter-level high precision and spatial resolutions of 10s of km by ∼118

km, depending on the elevation angle, with a sampling spacing of ∼100 m. This approach19

can potentially be applied to most sea ice and calm ocean areas and provide tropospheric20

sensing data, which can complement and augment existing observation systems. A few21

case studies are conducted in this paper using the Spire grazing-angle GNSS-R data. The22

retrieved TCWV is compared to ERA5 products and the Sentinal-3 OLCI measurements23

and shows promising performances. The errors associated with the GNSS-R tropospheric24

measurements are also discussed.25

Plain Language Summary26

The atmospheric water vapor is an important component for the weather and climate27

systems and is difficult to measure, especially over ocean and ice surfaces. This paper28

studies a new approach to measuring atmospheric water vapor using global navigation29

satellite system (GNSS) signals reflected off ocean and ice surfaces. If the reflection is30

from a low elevation angle (below ∼8◦) and the reflected signal is coherent (all signal rays31

are reflected in the same direction), this approach can provide very high precision observation32

of the horizontal gradients of the tropospheric delay and the vertically integrated atmospheric33

water vapor with good spatial resolutions. This paper presents the methodology of the34

proposed approach and a few case studies to demonstrate the feasibility and performance35

by comparing the GNSS-R retrieved water vapor measurements with models and the Sentinel-336

satellite radiometry measurements. The errors associated with the GNSS Reflectometry37

(GNSS-R) tropospheric measurements are also discussed.38

1 Introduction39

Atmospheric water vapor is a dynamic and influential component of Earth’s climate40

and weather systems. As the most abundant greenhouse gas, water vapor is of great importance41

to the Earth’s radiative balance, and it also plays a crucial role in the global atmospheric42

circulation, water cycle, and thus climate changes (Schneider et al., 2010). On smaller43

spatio-temporal scales, the water vapor content affects local weather conditions and regional44

water cycles (Bengtsson & Hodges, 2005; Sherwood et al., 2010), and the movement of45

water vapor is important for determining the amount of precipitation a region receives.46

Global atmospheric water vapor has very likely been increasing due to global warming47

since the 1980s as reported by The Sixth Assessment Report of the United Nations (UN)48

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021). It49

thus tends to aggravate various extreme weather and climate events, such as floods and50

droughts (Turato et al., 2004; Ault, 2020). Therefore, the analysis of atmospheric water51

vapor is essential for deepening our understanding of the Earth system and improving52

the capabilities of climate and weather forecasts.53

Total column water vapor (TCWV), also referred to as integrated water vapor (IWV)54

or total precipitable water (TPW), is a measure of the total gaseous water contained in55

a vertical column of atmosphere and one of the essential climate variables defined by the56

GCOS (Global Climate Observing System) Climate Monitoring Principles (Bojinski et57

al., 2014). Because of its importance in weather and climate modeling and prediction,58

TCWV has been continuously observed for decades using a wide range of methods, including59

ground-based, in-situ, and remote sensing techniques such as radiosonde, radiometry, Lidar,60

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), ground-based GNSS receiver networks, GNSS61

radio occultation (RO), etc. (Z. Li et al., 2003; Miloshevich et al., 2006; Niell et al., 2001;62
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Elgered et al., 1991; Ismail & Browell, 1989; Bevis et al., 1992; Anthes, 2011; Kuo et al.,63

2000). However, there is still a demand for accurate TCWV observation, especially over64

the ocean and polar ice, due to the challenges in deploying ground-based and airborne65

sensors in inaccessible areas or harsh environments and the various limitations associated66

with these above-mentioned techniques. Satellite observation using passive imagers is67

a primary remote-sensing data source of TCWV over the ocean. A polar-orbiting satellite68

can provide daily and almost global coverage, but this approach is associated with high69

costs and also has limitations in accuracy and availability. For example, the Ocean and70

Land Color Instrument (OLCI) onboard Sentinel-3 satellites have large biases and variations71

over water (9.24 kg/m2 mean bias and 12.3 kg/m2 RMSD for Sentinel-3A and similar72

performance for Sentinel-3B), according to the Sentinel-3 Optical Annual Performance73

Report in 2022, and it cannot provide observation with cloud coverage and has poor performance74

over ice. As analyzed by Yuan et al. (2023), a GNSS network-based IWV dataset has75

biases within ± 3.0 kg/m2 with a mean absolute bias value of 0.69 kg/m2, and the standard76

deviations are no larger than 3.4 kg/m2. This demonstrates the GNSS signal being a viable77

source for accurate TCWV observation, though the ground GNSS networks have limited78

spatial coverage. GNSS RO provides global observation of vertical atmospheric profiles79

but also has its own limitations, i.e., the poor horizontal resolution, potential retrieval80

errors due to significant refractivity gradients, and the RO signal cannot always probe81

deep into the troposphere bottom (Steiner & Kirchengast, 2005).82

GNSS signals can be coherently reflected from the calm ocean and relatively smooth83

ice surfaces and offer cm-level high precision ranging measurements. Such measurements84

have been demonstrated for precise surface height retrieval, such as sea level anomaly85

(SLA) and sea ice freeboard (W. Li et al., 2017; Cardellach et al., 2019; Nguyen et al.,86

2020; Wang et al., 2020; Wang & Morton, 2021a). The tropospheric delay may cause significant87

errors in GNSS-R altimetry retrieval, especially at low elevation angles, however, the amplification88

of troposphere delay errors by low elevation angles offers an opportunity to retrieve the89

tropospheric delay and water vapor content. This paper demonstrates a new approach90

to retrieving tropospheric delay and TCWV from grazing-angle GNSS reflectometry (GNSS-R)91

using data from Spire CubeSats. Grazing-angle GNSS-R can potentially fill some of the92

atmospheric water vapor observation data gaps and provide complementary observations93

over the ocean and polar ice with high accuracy, high spatial and temporal resolutions,94

and low cost compared with other satellite observation techniques.95

2 Troposphere Sensing Using Grazing-Angle GNSS-R96

GNSS-R utilizes signals reflected from the Earth’s surface and received by a downward-looking97

antenna onboard a low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellite to sense the reflection surface and98

signal propagation environment (e.g., ionosphere and troposphere) properties. Recent99

research has shown that GNSS signals reflected over sea ice and calm waters and received100

by low-cost LEO small satellites contain sufficient coherent energy to be processed to achieve101

centimeter-level ranging precision. In a series of case studies using Spire CubeSats data102

and raw data samples from TechDemoSat-1 and Cyclone GNSS (CYGNSS) satellites,103

GNSS-R phase altimetry is reported to have the capability to achieve 10 cm or better104

precision in relative surface height retrieval over ice, calm ocean, lakes, and rivers (W. Li105

et al., 2017, 2018; Cardellach et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Wang106

& Morton, 2021c; Roesler et al., 2021). However, it is also recognized that the tropospheric107

delay is a significant error source to GNSS-R phase altimetry at grazing angles, though108

there is a need for more thorough evaluations and characterizations.109

A low elevation angle affects oppositely the retrievals of surface elevation and tropospheric110

delay in GNSS-R. For example, a 1-cm troposphere zenith delay deviation is amplified111

to ∼68.5 cm in the surface height retrieval at 5◦ elevation angle (Wang et al., 2020), and112

conversely, a sub-meter surface elevation deviation (larger than the sea level model errors113

in most occasions) causes minor errors in the tropospheric delay retrieval at 5◦. It should114
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be noted that the GNSS-R carrier phase can only provide relative measurements for both115

reflection surface height and tropospheric delays. Since the troposphere model error is116

mainly due to uncertainty in the wet delay, this amplification of tropospheric error in117

GNSS-R at low elevation angles offers an opportunity to retrieve the water vapor content,118

e.g., the TCWV horizontal gradient, if the reflection surface height variations are well119

modeled. The sea and sea ice surface elevations can be modeled using the mean sea surface120

(MSS), ocean tide models, and sea level anomaly or ice freeboard data products. Coherent121

GNSS signal reflections are also available over some of the Antarctic areas (Wang, 2023),122

however, the surface elevation is more complicated, thus the feasibility, the uncertainties123

of the elevation models, and other error sources in tropospheric retrievals need to be further124

evaluated but are out of the scope of this paper.125

The grazing-angle GNSS-R observation of the troposphere as proposed in this paper126

is illustrated below in Figure 1. The desired range of elevation angle for the tropospheric127

retrieval is below ∼8◦. This paper focuses on the GNSS-R signals with elevation angles128

from 3◦ to 8◦ (a rough estimate and to be optimized for different regions). The main reasons129

for this elevation angle range are that: 1) below ∼8◦, the surface elevation variations tend130

to have minor impacts; 2) the tropospheric mapping functions, such as the Vienna Mapping131

Function 3 (VMF3) (Landskron & Böhm, 2018), usually have a cut-off elevation angle132

of ∼3◦ or higher; with an empirical mapping function, the GNSS-R derived slant tropospheric133

delays can be easily converted into zenith delays, under certain assumptions, and this134

enables a quick validation of the proposed approach using TCWV models or other sensor135

measurements. Below 3◦ elevation angle, the GNSS-R signals are still excellent sources136

for tropospheric sensing, but the atmospheric bending effects tend to be more dominant137

in the observed GNSS-R excess range, thus the water vapor retrieval will be based on138

bending models and is not studied in this paper.

Figure 1: Illustration of spaceborne grazing-angle GNSS-R and its application in
tropospheric sensing. (a) Reflection plane; (b) Projection onto reflection surface. EL:
elevation angle at the specular point (center of the reflection footprint). The black dashed
line is the same as in Figure 1(a) and projected onto the reflection surface.

139

At 3◦ to 8◦ elevation angles, as shown in Figure 1, the GNSS-R signal reflection140

has an elliptical footprint (approximated by the first Fresnel zone) with a size of a few141

kilometers by 0.5-0.8 km. The signal propagates through 40-100 km horizontal distances142
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in the lower troposphere (below 3 km) with high water vapor concentration, and as the143

LEO satellite moves very fast at ∼7.8 km/s, it drives the reflection “footprint” and the144

signal propagating in the troposphere to also move at high speeds, around 5 km/s, and145

scan through the troposphere. The 50-Hz rate of Spire data corresponds to 100-m spacing146

of troposphere sampling. The GNSS-R signals can thus offer horizontal profiles of the147

tropospheric delay and TCWV with a spatial resolution of about 40-100 km by ∼1 km,148

as shown in Figure 1(b), and a high sampling rate of ∼100 m, and the reflection footprint149

could move towards any direction depending on the relative motion between the LEO150

and GNSS satellites. The carrier phase-based measurement has a high precision of centimeters151

or even sub-centimeter, however, it can only measure the gradients of slant tropospheric152

delays due to unresolved phase ambiguities.153

3 Data and Methodology154

3.1 Spire Grazing-Angle GNSS-R Data and Processing155

The grazing-angle GNSS-R data used in this study is obtained from Spire Global156

Inc.’s CubeSats, which were originally designed for GNSS RO and later adjusted to also157

operate GNSS-R data collection for sea ice extent and ocean altimetry applications (Jales158

et al., 2020). The data was made available through NASA’s Commercial Smallsat Data159

Acquisition (CSDA) Program. Orbiting the Earth at 480-600 km altitudes, these CubeSats160

are equipped with a zenith antenna for precise orbit determination (POD) and forward-161

or backward-looking right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) antennas to collect RO and162

direct and reflected GNSS signals. Spire’s LEMUR-2 GNSS receivers perform open-loop163

tracking of dual-frequency and multi-constellation GNSS signals and generate 50-Hz I/Q164

(In-phase/Quadrature) correlator outputs, along with providing 1-Hz POD data. The165

Spire CubeSats have been conducting grazing-angle GNSS-R data primarily in high latitudes166

and selected low-latitude ocean regions, with an elevation angle (at the SP) range of 5◦167

to 30◦. Very occasionally, lower elevation angle (0-5◦) GNSS-R data is also found collected,168

such as the example shown in Figure 2.169

The Spire’s LEMUR-2 GNSS receivers collect GNSS-R or RO data (conduct correlations
between received and locally generated reference signals) regardless if the signal contains
sufficient coherent energy. Even for GNSS-R signals classified as coherent reflections, the
phase measurements usually have relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and coherence
levels, which result in large phase noise and cycle slips. The processing of Spire grazing-angle
GNSS-R data consists of mainly two stages, i.e., coherence detection and phase reconstruction.
The GNSS-R phase coherence can be quantified based on the phase noise statistics, e.g.,
circular length and kurtosis (Roesler et al., 2021), SNR, and other metrics (Loria et al.,
2023). This paper used the circular length ζ of phase difference ˙δϕ, ˙δϕ[k] = δϕ[k+1]−
δϕ[k], over 1 second (50 samples) for coherence detection:

ζ =
1

N
|

N∑
i=1

cos ˙δϕi +

N∑
i=1

sin ˙δϕi| (1)

where ζ is calculated for a set of ˙δϕi, with i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N , and δϕ is the measurement170

of residual phase as obtained from the I/Q correlation outputs, i.e., δϕ = atan2(Q, I),171

with the navigation data bits wiped off from I/Q. ζ has values in a range of [0, 1], and172

it is closer to 1 if the signal is more coherent. The phase reconstruction (mainly cycle-slip173

correction) is performed by the Simultaneous Cycle-slip And Noise Filtering (SCANF)174

method developed by Wang et al. (2020). The cycle-slip correction is important to this175

application as the example shows in Figure 2e. The Spire phase data circular length (calculated176

for 1-sec phase difference) is found to usually have a noise floor below ∼0.25, such as in177

Figure 2d, latitude range 42◦-44◦ N, where the reflection is off land surface. Heuristically,178

ζL1+ζL2 > 0.8 is found to be an appropriate threshold that most Spire grazing-angle179
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reflection GPS phase data meeting this criterion has sufficient reflection coherence and180

can be processed for altimetric retrievals with SCANF.181

3.2 Tropospheric Delay and TCWV Retrievals182

The retrieval of tropospheric information from spaceborne GNSS-R follows the reflected
signal phase-range model and measurement equations below (similar to phase altimetry):

ΦR(t) =|rtx(t−∆tR)− rsp(t)|+ |rsp(t)− rrx(t)|+ IR(t) + TR(t) (2)

+ btx(t−∆tR)− brx(t)

Φ̂R(t) = Φ̃OL
R (t) + δ̂ΦR(t) +N(t)λ+ n(t) (3)

where Φ represents the phase range in the unit of meter, subscript R denotes the reflected183

signal, ΦR is the reflected signal phase range, Φ̃OL
R is the reflected phase-range model used184

in the onboard open loop tracking, δ̂ΦR is the residual phase range measurement from185

open loop tracking output, r with subscripts denotes the position vector of GNSS satellite,186

specular point, and LEO satellite, respectively, in an Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF)187

coordinate, I is the ionospheric phase advance, T is the tropospheric delay, N is an unknown188

integer number representing the phase ambiguity, λ is the signal wavelength, e.g., λL1 =189

19.03 cm for GPS L1 signal, and n is the phase measurement noise.190

Here we assume a well-modeled surface elevation. For example, for reflection over
the ocean, the ocean surface height is modeled as a summation of the DTU21 MSS (Andersen
et al., 2023), TPXO 8 global ocean tide model (Egbert & Erofeeva, 2002), and the SLA
grid data. The precise GNSS and LEO satellite orbits and clock biases are obtained from
CODE (Center for Orbit Determination in Europe) final orbit and Spire POD data products
respectively, then based on the precise orbits and the surface elevation models the specular
point rsp is estimated in the Spire data processing. The relative ionosphere effects (with
unresolved phase ambiguities) on the reflected signal phase are estimated using dual-frequency
measurements. As a result, we can estimate the GNSS-R slant tropospheric delay:

T̂R(t) = Φ̂R(t)− ĝR(t)− ÎR(t) +M(t)λ+ ϵ(t) (4)

where ∧ denotes the estimation of variables in Eq. (2) and gR, gR represents the geometric
and clock components in Eq. (2), M is another unknown integer number representing
the phase ambiguity, ϵ represents the impacts from various estimation errors and noise.
The slant tropospheric delay can be modeled as:

TR(t) = 2× (ZHD(t)×mdry(θ(t)) + ZWD(t)×mwet(θ(t))) (5)

where mdry and mwet are the mapping functions for the zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD)
and zenith wet delay (ZWD), respectively. This paper uses the VMF3 (Landskron & Böhm,
2018) mapping functions and the associated 1◦×1◦ grid data of ZHD and ZWD. Assuming
the ZHD is stable and well modeled, the ZWD estimation based on Eq. (4, 5) is derived
as: ̂ZWD(t) =

1
2 T̂R(θ(t))− Z̃HD(t)×mdry(θ(t))−M(t)λ

mwet(θ(t))
(6)

where Z̃HD is interpolated from the grid data and M , again, is an unknown integer number
representing the unsolvable phase ambiguity. Therefore, an assumption has to be made,
e.g., the mean ZWD over the GNSS-R track area (usually a few to several hundreds of
kilometers) is accurate, then GNSS-R provides a high precision estimation of the ZWD

horizontal profile, which has a mean value that is very close to the interpolated ˜ZWD
from the grid data:

ˆδTR(t) =
1

2
T̂R(θ(t))− Z̃HD(t)×mdry(θ(t))− ˜ZWD(t)×mwet(θ(t)) (7)
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̂ZWD(t) =
ˆδTR(t)− ˆδTR

mwet(θ(t))
+ ˜ZWD(t) (8)

where − denotes the mean value of a time sequence. The ZWD estimates are then converted
into TCWV using the following equations:

TCWV = Π× ZWD (9)

Π =
106

RV · (k′
2 + k3/Tm)

(10)

where Π is the conversion factor in the unit of kg·m−2 ·mm−1, RV = 461.522 J·kg−1 ·
K−1 is the specific gas constant for water vapor, k

′

2 = 22.1 K·hPa−1 and k3 = 373900 K2·
hPa−1 are the atmospheric refractivity constants, and Tm is the weighted mean atmosphere
temperature (Bevis et al., 1992, 1994). Yuan et al. (2023) used the ECMWF Reanalysis
v5 (ERA5) pressure level products (with 37 vertical pressure levels) to estimate Tm, and
this paper used a simpler approximation of Tm following Alshawaf et al. (2015):

Tm = 70.2 + 0.72Ts (11)

where Ts is the surface temperature (using the 2-meter temperature from the ERA5 single191

level products).192

4 Results193

This section presents case studies to validate the feasibility and show the performance194

of the proposed approach. The first example as shown in Figure 2 used a Spire grazing-angle195

GNSS-R dataset of dual-frequency (L1&L2) GPS signals reflected over the ocean from196

∼0−8◦ elevation angles. The pink/red tracks in Figure 2a-c are the GNSS-R SP track,197

with the latitude range shown in the x-axis in Figure 2d-f. The pink segment (Lat: 41.6◦-44◦)198

is of reflections mostly over the land surface and appears to be dominantly non-coherent199

scattering. Figure 2a shows the map of the horizontal wind at 10-m altitude using data200

from ERA5 single level products, which is also interpolated for the SP track and shown201

in Figure 2e (corresponding to the right y-axis). Figure 2b is a similar plot showing the202

map of the significant ocean wave heights due to wind waves (using data from ERA5).203

Figure 2d shows the L1&L2 SNR and phase circular length estimates, see Eq. (1), both204

at 1-Hz and can be used as metrics representing the signal reflection coherence. The land-reflection205

(pink) segment shows the “noise floors” of both metrics, and the rest of the signal reflected206

over the ocean shows at least some detectable coherence energy. The signal in the latitude207

range of 44◦-55◦ has sufficient coherence energy, based on the suggested criterion ζL1+208

ζL2 > 0.8, and the signal at latitudes >55◦ seems to also provide effective measurements209

in this example. Figure 2e, left y-axis, shows the residual phase measurement (containing210

mainly the ionosphere effects, mismodeled tropopsheric delay, and noise) before after SCANF211

processing, which successfully eliminated cycle-slips (corrected hundreds of cycle-slips212

after the standard phase unwrapping) in this example. The TCWV retrievals are shown213

in Figure 2e, blue line (no noise filtering), and are compared with the ERA5 TCWV (green214

line, interpolated from the 0.25-degree grid data shown in Figure 2c). The black line shows215

the TCWV converted from ˜ZWD as used in Eq. (7,8), which is interpolated from the216

VMF3 1-degree grid data. Figure 2f shows some consistency between GNSS-R retrievals217

and ERA5 models but does not seem to provide an effective assessment of accuracy. The218

TCWV retrievals below 3◦ are not expected to be accurate as the VMF3 mapping functions219

become less effective.220

The second example is shown in Figure 3 using a set of Spire GNSS-R data recorded221

over another ocean area, with elevation angles from ∼5◦−8◦. Figure 3a shows the map222

of SLA, which is used in the GNSS-R geometry modeling in Eq (2,4). Figure 3b,c show223

the maps of ERA5 TCWV and Sentinel-3A OLCI IWV measurement, respectively. The224
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Figure 2: Processing, retrieval, and analysis of a grazing-angle GNSS-R example over the
Sea of Okhotsk, using Spire data: spire gnss-r L1B grzRfl v07.10 2022-08-16
T17-09-21 FM104 G07 antFRO. (a)-(c) show maps of ERA5 10-m horizontal wind
speed, significant height of wind wave (SHWW), and TCWV, respectively; (d) shows
the GNSS-R measurement SNR and phase circular length (CircLen) from both L1 and
L2 signals; (e) shows the GNSS-R L1 and L2 phase measurements before and after
the SCANF reconstruction and the interpolated wind speed along the reflection track
(corresponding to the y axis on the right); (f) shows the TCWV retrieved from GNSS-R
and comparisons with interpolated TCWV from the 1-degree ZWD data (products used
by VMF3 and used here as input to GNSS-R retrieval) and 0.25-degree ERA5 product,
and the GNSS signal reflection elevation angle at the specular point (corresponding to the
y axis on the right).

GNSS-R TCWV retrievals are compared against the ERA5 products and OLCI measurements225

in Figure 3d, where the GNSS-R retrievals show up to 20 kg·m−2 large fluctuations and226

is somewhat consistent with the OLCI measurements, while the ERA5 data (the brighter227

green line) is a lot flatter. An offset of a few kg·m−2 is also observed between the overall228

magnitudes of OLCI IWV measurements and the TCWV derived from VMF3 grid data,229

and it should affect the GNSS-R TCWV retrievals in both the mean magnitude and gradients.230

The third example is shown in Figure 4 and is laid out in the same way as Figure231

3. It confirms the feasibility and performance of the proposed approach with an additional232

case where the GNSS-R TCWV retrievals, using input information of a low resolution233

or low accuracy ˜ZWD model, show consistent fluctuations with the OLCI IWV measurements234

and higher resolution ERA5 data products.235
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Figure 3: GNSS-R TCWV retrieval and validation case #1, over the Andaman Sea, using
spire data: spire gnss-r L1B grzRfl v07.00 2022-01-17T03-45-56 FM100 G25 antFRO
and Sentinel-3 data: S3B OL 2 WFR 20220117T032845. (a)-(c) show maps of sea level
anomaly (SLA), ERA5 TCWV, and Sentinel-3 OLCI IWV measurement, respectively;
(d) shows the TCWV retrieved from GNSS-R and comparisons with interpolated TCWV
from Sentinel-3 OLCI measurement, the 1-degree ZWD data (products used by VMF3
and used here as input to GNSS-R retrieval), and the 0.25-degree ERA5 product, and the
GNSS signal reflection elevation angle at the specular point (corresponding to the y axis
on the right).

5 Conclusion and Discussion236

This paper studies a novel approach of using coherent reflection GNSS signals to237

sense the tropospheric delay and water vapor and presents the methodology and validation238

via case studies. This approach is proposed to sense the troposphere over the open ocean239

and ice, using GNSS signals reflected at very low elevation angles (∼3◦−8◦), and the240

horizontal profiles of tropospheric delay and TCWV can be retrieved with centimeter-level241

high precision. The presented case studies using Spire grazing-angle GNSS-R data show242

promising TCWV retrievals as compared to Sentinel-3 OLCI measurements and ERA5243

0.25-degree products.244

The case study (in Figure 2) showed that GNSS signals can be coherently reflected245

over the ocean surface with ∼7-8 m/s wind speed (corresponding to 1-1.2 m significant246

wave height in that case) and at ∼7◦ elevation angle. Sea ice is also a good reflector for247

GNSS signals. Examples of GNSS-R TCWV retrievals over the Arctic sea ice have been248

presented in (Wang, 2023). A conservative estimation is presented in Roesler et al. (2021)249

and Wang and Morton (2021b) that ∼44% of the GPS signal reflections over sea ice is250

coherent, using spire data with elevation angles (somewhat evenly distributed) from 5◦−251

30◦. Given the fact that reflections tend to be more coherent at lower elevation angles,252
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Figure 4: GNSS-R TCWV retrieval and validation case #2, over the South China Sea,
using data: spire gnss-r L1B grzRfl v07.00 2022-03-05T02-13-10 FM122 G08 antBRO
and Sentinel-3 data: S3A OL 2 WFR 20220305T020830. (a)-(c) show maps of sea level
anomaly (SLA), ERA5 TCWV, and Sentinel-3 OLCI IWV measurement, respectively;
(d) shows the TCWV retrieved from GNSS-R and comparisons with interpolated TCWV
from Sentinel-3 OLCI measurement, the 1-degree ZWD data (products used by VMF3
and used here as input to GNSS-R retrieval), and the 0.25-degree ERA5 product, and the
GNSS signal reflection elevation angle at the specular point (corresponding to the y axis
on the right).

this may indicate that the proposed approach can be applied to half of the ocean area,253

most sea ice, and some Antarctica and Greenland ice sheet areas. A more comprehensive254

characterization and analysis should be conducted in future work for GNSS signal reflected255

at <8◦ elevation angles to evaluate the applicable areas for the proposed approach.256

The GNSS-R carrier phase only measures the relative slant tropospheric delay, due257

to the unknown phase ambiguities. The assumptions of stable ZHD and accurate mean258

magnitudes of ZWD model (e.g., from VMF3 or ERA5 grid data) may lead to elevation-dependent259

errors in the GNSS-R ZWD and TCWV retrievals, which therefore are not the ideal output260

of the tropospheric information inferred from GNSS-R measurements. Such errors should261

be characterized and quantified in future work, and a more effective way may be to incorporate262

or assimilate the lower-level GNSS-R slant tropospheric delay measurements T̂R into meteorological263

models or systems.264

Finally, the proposed approach is highly compatible with GNSS radio occultation265

in receiver hardware, onboard GNSS signal open loop processing, etc. The two approaches266

are complementary in geometry, i.e., vertical and horizontal profiles, and the signals reflected267

at <3◦ elevation angle should also be further exploited.268
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Open Research269

The Spire grazing-angle GNSS-R data is accessed through the Smallsat Data explorer270

(available to U.S. Government funded researchers): https://www.earthdata.nasa.gov/esds/csda/271

smallsat-data-explorer. The Sentinel-3 data is available by ESA and can be accessed through272

the CREODIAS data explorer: https://explore.creodias.eu/. The ERA5 data is available273

from the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Climate Data Store (Hersbach et274

al., 2023). The SLA data is available from the Copernicus C3S Climate Data Store (Copernicus275

Climate Change Service, Climate Data Store, 2018). VMF3 data and tools are available276

from the VMF Data Server (re3data.org, 2021). The TPXO tide model data and tools277

are available from: https://www.tpxo.net/global. The DTU21 MSS data is available from278

the DTU Data (Andersen, 2022).279
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